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features of uvk ultra virus killer system repair. system booster and optimizer. user-friendly ui. data backup. program memory cleaner. data
recovery. file system compacter. fully compatible with windows 10. scan and remove viruses. get rid of trojans. remove spyware. fix registry
errors. help you improve the performance of windows. enhances the system’s startup. maintenance tools provided by uvk ultra virus killer
install boot to cd/dvd driver to system restore and system files to the file backup. you can start with the system booster component where
you can scan your computer for a wide range of errors, such as an invalid file or shell extensions, broken activex/com objects, junk files, or

invalid shortcuts. additionally, you can use the dedicated uninstaller to remove the applications you no longer use, verify their file signature,
navigate to their registry key, or search for details on the internet. due to this tool, you can also make sure that no traces are left once the
app is uninstalled.uvk also comes with an immunization tool that can help you prevent changes to the most vulnerable areas on your pc,

such as the registry, windows startup, or windows explorer. while this does not replace a fully-fledged antivirus solution, it can be used as a
complementary utility. with a user-friendly interface, uvk ultra virus killer allows users to easily remove all forms of malware and spyware. it

also includes tons of tools to repair, clean up, and optimize windows, ensuring the best performance and reliability for your os. uvk ultra
virus killer free download latest version for windows pc. it is a full offline setup installer of uvk ultra virus killer. the contains fixes and tools
to perform the most common system repair and maintenance tasks. it can also automate the most well-known malware removal tools, and

allows you to create your own automated third-party apps, and professional reports.
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